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A B S T R A C T
AGILE is a space mission launched in 2007 to study X-ray and gamma-ray phenomena through data
acquired by different instruments on board the satellite. In the multi-messenger era, the fast detection
of transient sources is one of the main goals of space and ground-based gamma-ray observatories.
When an observatory detects a transient event, it usually sends science alerts to other facilities through
networks such as the General Coordinates Network (GCN), enabling follow-up observations. To
achieve this task, real-time analysis (RTA) pipelines are required. This manuscript presents the RTA
system developed for the AGILE space mission to detect transient sources on timescales from seconds
to one hour. Two types of pipelines are presented. One pipeline executes automated analyses as soon
as data are available, sharing the detection of sources with the community; more than 90 automated
notices have been sent to the GCN since May 2019. The other pipeline reacts to external science
alerts from neutrinos, gravitational waves (GW), etc., to search for electromagnetic counterparts in
the AGILE data. The AGILE Team can visualize the results of these analyses using a web platform.
The pipelines hereby presented can be a starting point for the development of RTA systems of the next
generation of space-based gamma-ray observatories.

1. Introduction
AGILE (Astrorivelatore Gamma ad Immagini LEggero

- Light Imager for Gamma-Ray Astrophysics) is a scientific
mission of the Italian Space Agency (ASI) launched on April
23, 2007. The AGILE payload (Tavani and et. al. (2009))
consists of the Silicon Tracker (ST), the SuperAGILE X-ray
detector, the Mini-Calorimeter (MCAL), and an AntiCoin-
cidence System (ACS). The combination of ST, MCAL, and
ACS constitutes the Gamma-Ray Imaging Detector (GRID).

The data acquired by AGILE are downlinked to the ASI
ground station (Malindi, Kenya). Depending on the ground
station availability schedule, the downlink may happen at
each orbit (about 90 minutes) or less. The raw data acquired
during the downlink (called contact) contains the scientific
telemetry, housekeeping, and ratemeters of all scientific
instruments. The scientific telemetry contains information
acquired by the detectors related to 𝛾-rays and can be used to
obtain scientific results such as the flux or the sky position of
a 𝛾-ray source. The housekeeping, or auxiliary data (AUX),
is related to the monitoring of the on-board instruments’ sta-
tus, and also to the information about the satellite itself, such
as orbital and attitude data. Part of the housekeeping data is
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required to perform the scientific analysis. Finally, the data
acquired by all AGILE detectors are continuously recorded
in telemetry as ratemeters (RM), with 0.512 s (SA) and 1.024
s (GRID, MCAL, and AC) time resolution. The RM provide
a continuous monitoring of the X- and 𝛾-ray background but
can also detect high-energy transients such as Gamma-Ray
Bursts (GRB), soft gamma repeaters, and solar flares. The
RM can be generally used as independent (non-imaging)
detectors. RMs are used as a backup detection system or
to cross-validate the results of the scientific telemetry. After
the downlink, the data are sent to Telespazio, Fucino (Italy)
through a dedicated ASINet network, and finally to the
ASI Space Science Data Center1 (SSDC) where the AGILE
Science Operation Center (SOC) is located (Pittori and The
AGILE-SSDC Team, 2019).

The AGILE SOC archives and processes raw data through
the AGILE Telemetry Preprocessing System (TMPPS) and
the reconstruction pipeline (RECO). The output of these two
systems is archived and distributed to the National Institute
for Astrophysics (INAF/OAS) in Bologna (Italy), where the
AGILE Real-Time Analysis (RTA) described in this paper
runs. The AGILE data flow (Figure 1) and the reconstruction
software systems are described in detail in Bulgarelli and et.
al. (2014); Bulgarelli (2019).

In multi-wavelength (MWL) and multi-messenger (MM)
astronomy (Meszaros et al., 2019), sharing science alerts
with the scientific community enables studies of the same

1https://www.ssdc.asi.it
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Figure 1: Schema of the AGILE data flow, from the satellite to the scientific pipelines.

physical phenomena through different "messengers" (neu-
trinos, gravitational waves, and electromagnetic waves) and
at different wavelengths. Science alerts are generally shared
through communication networks such as the General Coor-
dinates Network2 (GCN); the GCN distributes two types of
information: (i) circulars written by and for humans and (ii)
machine-readable notices.

Many astronomical facilities develop a real-time analysis
(RTA) system to perform automated analyses of their data
or react to external science alerts, an essential capability in
the context of the MWL/MM era. Section 2 of Parmiggiani
et al. (2022) describes an overview of the RTA systems
developed by several facilities. To help in the development of
RTA pipelines for 𝛾-ray projects, we designed the RTApipe
framework (Parmiggiani et al., 2022), which satisfies the
demanding requirements of the MM astronomy context. In
this manuscript, we describe the updated version of the
AGILE RTA system (Bulgarelli, 2019), developed using the
RTApipe framework, which performs prompt analyses on
the data acquired by the satellite.

The RTA pipelines developed for AGILE aims to satisfy
three main science cases:

1. The AGILE RTA shall react to external science alerts
received through the GCN network and perform scien-
tific analyses searching for counterparts. The follow-
up of science alerts (e.g., GRB, gravitational waves,
or cosmic neutrino events) shall be rapidly executed
in order to promptly share AGILE detections with the
scientific community.

2. The AGILE RTA shall execute a blind search as soon
as new data are acquired, searching for transient events
over different time scales such as GRBs. If the RTA
system detects a transient event, it sends a notification
to the AGILE Team and eventually a communication
to the scientific community.

3. The AGILE/MCAL instrument has an on-board trig-
ger logic that acquires and analyzes data only when
certain threshold conditions are satisfied. The data ac-
quired on board shall be processed by the RTA system,
searching for possible detection of transient events.
The on-board triggers drive the data acquisition. For

2https://gcn.nasa.gov

this reason, the analysis of the on-ground pipeline
uses data already classified as containing a possible
burst and shall validate and improve the statistical
evaluation of the transient events to reduce the false
positives. This refined analysis allows the RTA sys-
tem to automatically send science alert notices to the
scientific community.

To monitor the results obtained with the RTA pipelines
and to perform the follow-up of external science alerts, the
AGILE Team is organized with shifts that cover 24/7. The
Burst Advocate, in charge of this monitoring, must validate
the results obtained with automated software before sharing
them with the community. The GCN notices received by
other facilities are cross-checked with AGILE results by the
Burst Advocate.

Thanks to its RTA pipeline, AGILE contributed to MM
and MWL observations by collecting several significant
results (Section 4.3) and promptly reacting to science alerts,
with a special focus on gravitational wave events.

The manuscript is organized as follows. The architec-
ture of the AGILE RTA system is illustrated in Section 2.
The pipelines developed for AGILE and the main results
obtained are described in sections 3 and 4. Section 5 presents
the AGILE web Control Room. Section 6 describes the
AGILE RTA deployment and backup services. In Section
7 we describe how we use Deep Learning technologies to
develop analysis tools that can be integrated in the AGILE
RTA pipelines. Finally, in Section 8 conclusions are drawn.

2. AGILE Real-Time Analysis architecture
Figure 2 shows the AGILE RTA software architecture.

The AGILE RTA has three sources of inputs: (i) pre-
processed and reconstructed AGILE data received from
SSDC (see Section 1) and saved in the Local Data Archive
(LDA); (ii) external science alerts from the GCN; and (iii)
internal science alerts about GRBs detected in the AGILE-
MCAL data.

The Science Alerts Receiver (SAR) manages external
science alerts, received as VOEvent notices from the GCN,
as well as internal science alerts. We implemented the SAR

N. Parmiggiani et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 2 of 16
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Figure 2: High-level architecture of the AGILE real-time analysis software system. In this plot we show two notification senders
to avoid complex arrow paths.

using the GCN Classic over Kafka3 service. Kafka is an
open-source distributed event streaming platform. This GCN
service distributes VOEvents related to science alerts using
Kafka. The VOEvent data format is a standard used to
describe celestial transient events in a machine-readable
format.

The RTA pipelines satisfying the science cases of Sec-
tion 1 can be further divided into two categories: the Science
Alert Pipelines (SAP) and the Archive Pipelines (AP).

The SAP satisfy the first science case, and are described
in Section 3. They react to science alerts received from
the GCN network and start a list of analyses to detect
counterparts. The SAP is composed of four pipelines that
analyze the data types described in Section 1:

1. The AGILE-GRID GRB pipeline generates plots show-
ing the AGILE-GRID data in several time windows
centered on the received science alert’s trigger time.
In addition, this pipeline executes analyses with the
Li&Ma method (Li and Ma, 1983) centered on the
alert’s sky coordinates.

2. The AGILE-MCAL GRB pipeline uses the AGILE-
MCAL data to generate plots over different time win-
dows centered on the science alert’s trigger time.

3. The AGILE-RM GRB pipeline generates plots using
the RM data collected by the AGILE detectors, such
as MCAL, SA, GRID, and ACS. These plots show a
time series, e.g., the number of photons or particles
detected per second. The AGILE Team can use these

3https://kafka.apache.org

plots to search for indications of count peaks over the
background and then verify the burst’s significance
with the results of other pipelines.

4. The AGILE-AUX pipeline generates plots using aux-
iliary data, showing the AGILE detector status and the
sky region visibility at trigger time, taking into ac-
count Earth occultation and Sun pointing constraints.

The AP, described in Section 4, covers the second and
third science cases by analyzing data from the MCAL detec-
tor and RMs to detect GRBs and solar flares. These pipelines
are not triggered by external science alerts but rather perform
a blind search of transient events analyzing all the AGILE
data acquired. The AGILE RTA system implements two AP
pipelines:

1. The AGILE-MCAL pipeline analyzes data acquired
by the AGILE-MCAL detector and performs a blind
search of transient events such as GRBs. This pipeline
can automatically share GRB detection with the sci-
entific community through the emission of AGILE
MCAL Notice Alerts4.

2. The AGILE-RM pipeline analyzes the RM data search-
ing for transient events such as GRBs and solar flares.
When the pipeline detects a candidate transient event,
it sends an email to the AGILE Team for further
investigation.

The Notification Sender (NS) is the software component
that sends emails to the AGILE Team and the Burst Advo-
cate when the SAR receives a new science alert, or when

4https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/agile_mcal.html
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the AGILE RTA detects a transient event (such as candidate
GRB or solar flare). In addition, the NS sends an automated
notice to the GCN when the AGILE-MCAL pipeline detects
a GRB.

The scientific results produced by both pipelines are
stored in the Result Archive (the file system and a MySQL
database). The AGILE Team and the Burst Advocate can vi-
sualize the results using the password-protected web Graph-
ical User Interface (GUI), called Control Room, which is
described in Section 5.

We developed the RTA pipelines using the RTApipe
and by integrating different science tools and software tasks
developed by the AGILE Team and SSDC personnel. The
RTApipe main features are:

1. The software services and dependencies of the pipelines
are installed inside a Singularity5 container. The
system is flexible enough to use existing services
hosted outside the container, if required. The container
guarantees the reproducibility of the environment and
can be used to insert the pipeline into a continuous
integration system;

2. The pipelines submit analyses to the Slurm6 workload
manager. With this service, it is possible to execute
several analyses in parallel and manage priority be-
tween them;

3. The pipelines can be interfaced with different science
tools in different programming languages and can
perform different analyses for different types of targets
and science alerts (e.g., GW or GRB);

4. The system’s flexibility allows the configuration of
several workflows with the same science tools (e.g.,
light curves with different timescales);

5. Slurm logs the status of the processes in a database,
information which can be used to monitor the system
in real time.

More detail about the RTApipe framework can be found
in Parmiggiani et al. (2022).

3. Science Alert Pipeline
The SAP (also called rta-sci) responds to internal or

external science alerts (e.g., GRBs or GWs) and performs
automated scientific analyses to find a candidate counterpart
and inform the AGILE Team. This pipeline aims to cover
the first science case described in Section 1. The type of
scientific analysis depends on the type of scientific target and
on the timescale of the event. The AGILE-MCAL pipeline
can generate internal science alerts when a GRB is detected
during the analysis for the second and third science cases.
These alerts are then injected into the SAP pipeline as
internal science alerts, triggering the system to search for
counterparts in other AGILE detectors’ data.

The architecture of the SAP pipeline is shown in Figure
3. It executes four different analyses using relative Python

5https://sylabs.io/docs/
6https://slurm.schedmd.com

wrappers, which are interfaces between the science tools
and the framework: the AGILE-GRID wrapper, the AGILE-
MCAL wrapper, the AGILE-RM wrapper, and the AGILE-
AUX wrapper. The SAP receives as input an external science
alert from the GCN or an internal science alert from the
AGILE-MCAL pipeline, and then it checks if the LDA
contains the data required in input for the analysis. If not,
it waits until the data is received. When the data becomes
available, the system automatically executes a list of pre-
configured analyses, using the science tools developed by
the AGILE Team for the different AGILE detectors.

The pipeline performs more than 100 analyses, using 20
different science tools for each science alert. In fact, the SAP
manages several types of science alerts (e.g., GW, GRB, and
cosmic neutrinos) that can have different time scales (e.g.,
short GRBs and long GRBs) or that can be detected from
different AGILE instruments. For this reason, the system
automatically executes a list of analyses to cover many pos-
sible scenarios, analyzing the data of all AGILE detectors.
Analyses can be customized for each science alert type (and
are managed through Slurm to exploit parallelization on the
available computing power. Results are generated in a short
time (a few minutes) from the alert or data arrival. Obtaining
fast results is mandatory during follow-ups of science alerts.

The results of the pipelines are stored inside the Results
Archive; the AGILE Team and the Burst Advocate can
visualize them through the Control Room (5).

The pipeline performs two categories of analysis: the
prompt (Section 3.1) and the full analysis (Section 3.2).
The prompt analysis aims to analyze the AGILE data near
the trigger time of the science alert. If AGILE instruments
have visibility during the first few seconds of the transient
event, these pipelines can provide insightful results. Even if
there is no visibility at trigger time, the AGILE team can
visualize the results of the full analysis performed on longer
timescales, from 1000 seconds before the trigger until 1000
seconds after.
3.1. Prompt Results

Prompt analyses use time windows of different lengths
centered on the transient event trigger time and search for a
counterpart of the science alert.

The AGILE-AUX pipeline generates plots showing the
visibility of the alert (Figure 4) with respect to all AGILE
detectors. These plots are the first results that the Burst
Advocate can visualize during a follow-up. Indeed, each
instrument has a field of view that, combined with the
satellite pointing direction, the Earth occultation, and the
Sun pointing constraints, creates a visibility region. One of
these plots is produced with prevision information and does
not require data coverage in the LDA. For this reason, it
is immediately available after receiving the science alerts,
although providing less information (e.g., there is no infor-
mation about the detectors’ fields of view). When the data
related to the science alert’s trigger time arrives in the LDA,
a new visibility plot is generated adding information about

N. Parmiggiani et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 4 of 16
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Figure 3: High-level schema of the AGILE RTA Science Alert Pipeline. This pipeline reacts to science alerts received by the GCN
or to internal science alerts. It notifies the AGILE Team under pre-defined conditions and, in case of data coverage, executes
several analyses searching for a transient’s counterpart. Results are stored in the file system and in a MySQL database, and the
AGILE Team can visualize them using a web GUI.

Figure 4: The left plot shows a prevision of the Earth occultation region (green) and of the Sun-antiSun exclusion region due to
solar panel pointing constraints (yellow) with respect to the region of interest (red) at the trigger time. The central plot shows
the AGILE instruments’ actual visibility of the science alert localization region (black) and is generated when the pipeline receives
the AGILE data. The right plot shows the SAA region (green) and the AGILE sub-satellite Earth latitude and longitude at trigger
time (red diamond).

the detectors. The last plot of figure 4 shows the AGILE sub-
satellite Earth latitude and longitude at trigger time. This
map is used to check if the satellite is crossing the South
Atlantic Anomaly, where the instruments are put in IDLE to
avoid the acquisition of data with high background due to
the massive presence of high-energy charged particles.

The AGILE-MCAL GRB pipeline produces several
plots (Figure 5) showing the AGILE-MCAL data triggered
on board. Each plot is composed of several light curves
in different energy ranges and within different temporal
windows centered at the T0 (±5,±10±100,±1000 seconds).
These plots show if a GRB signature (an increase in the count
rate) is present within the data. Moreover, the different time

windows allow to better visualize phenomena occurring on
different timescales.

The AGILE-GRID GRB pipeline generates count maps,
exposure maps, and upper limit maps. In addition, it per-
forms a blind search analysis, in the energy range 50 MeV-
10 GeV, within the localization region of the science alert,
using the Li&Ma method.

The external science alerts typically come with a local-
ization region, which the AGILE-GRID GRB pipeline takes
as input to spatially constrain the analysis. If the localization
region is larger than a pre-defined area, the pipeline executes
a blind search through multiple analyses on different sky
positions to cover the sky region.

N. Parmiggiani et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 5 of 16
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Figure 5: Light curves showing the GRB180914B at different energy ranges (only the first three bands for space reasons), using
different time windows centered at the trigger time. These plots are used by the Burst Advocate to check if a GRB is present in
the AGILE-MCAL data.

Figure 6: AGILE-GRID count map showing the GRB180914B in Galactic coordinates and Hammer-Aitoff projection, obtained
using 10 seconds of integration time centered at the science alert’s trigger time. The AGILE-MCAL pipeline detected the GRB
and triggered the analysis. The AGILE-MCAL instrument cannot locate the GRB, so the map does not contain a localization
error region. The GRB is detected with a spatial blind search (Figure 8).

These results (Figures 6-7-8) are an overview of the
AGILE-GRID data. They can be used to detect a candidate
GRB or to evaluate upper limits in the sky region of a science
alert. Following the same design of the MCAL pipeline’s
results, plots for different time windows (±2,±5± 10,±100
seconds) are delivered.

The AGILE-RM GRB pipeline generates plots (Figure
9) in support of the Burst Advocate, showing the RM of all
detectors on board the AGILE satellite. The RMs provide
a continuous stream of data acquired by the AGILE main
detectors, which can be used to integrate the results and carry
out multi-wavelength analysis of the detected transients. It is
possible that, under certain satellite configurations, data are
not acquired from some of the payload detectors, and the
only way to follow up a transient is via the RMs’ results.
3.2. Full Results

Sometimes AGILE detectors have no visibility coverage
of the transient event at the trigger time, due to observational
constraints (i.e., Earth and South Atlantic Anomaly) or due

to the transient duration itself. For this reason, we imple-
mented another category of analysis, called full analysis,
which executes the analysis over a longer time window
(±1000 seconds) using integration steps of 100 seconds.
This analysis allows the Burst Advocate to check the results
as soon as the transient source is covered by the visibility of
the AGILE detectors.

The full analysis pipeline executes several analyses with
the AGILE-GRID, AGILE-MCAL, and AGILE-AUX wrap-
pers for each time window of 100 seconds. Thus, at each time
interval the analyses generate a set of plots: GRID counts and
exposure maps, visibility plots, and MCAL light curves. The
Burst Advocate can visualize the results of the data acquired
by AGILE detectors before and after the trigger time of the
science alert.

4. AGILE Archive pipelines
The AP execute analyses as soon as data from AGILE-

MCAL and the RM are received, searching for transient

N. Parmiggiani et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 6 of 16
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Figure 7: AGILE-GRID exposure map in Galactic coordinates and Hammer-Aitoff projection, computed using 10 seconds of
integration time centered at the science alert’s trigger time for the GRB180914B.

Figure 8: Blind search for the GRB180914B, triggered by an internal science alert from the AGILE-MCAL pipeline. The analyses
are performed with the Li&Ma method on a grid of coordinates within the sky region of the science alert where AGILE-GRID has
exposure (Figure 7).

events such as GRBs, Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGF),
and solar flares. We developed these pipelines to cover the
second and third science cases described in Section 1.

Figure 10 shows the software architecture of the AP.
When new data arrive from the ASI/SSDC data center to
the INAF/OAS Bologna LDA, two separate pipelines are
executed: the AGILE-MCAL pipeline (Section 4.1) and
the AGILE-RM pipeline (Section 4.2). These pipelines are
interfaced with the science tools developed to analyze a
specific data type using Python wrappers: AGILE-MCAL
wrapper and AGILE-RM wrapper.
4.1. AGILE-MCAL pipeline

The AGILE-MCAL pipeline performs the detection of
GRBs and TGFs. TGFs are intense and brief 𝛾-ray emissions
associated with lightning and thunderstorm activity. The

TGF detection algorithm acts on submillisecond timescales,
requiring at least eight counts occurring within a 300 µs time
window (Marisaldi et al., 2010). In fact, these events are
detected as millisecond timescale bursts of gamma re than
one-time rays tre than one time hat come from the Earth and
have a spectral hardness higher than that of cosmic GRBs.

The AGILE Team implemented an algorithm to de-
tect GRBs independently from the MCAL on-board trig-
ger logic. It performs an offline blind search on several
timescales (16, 32, 64, and 128 ms). The algorithm inde-
pendently evaluates the background level for each timescale
of the analysis and discards events that can be confidently
classified as statistical fluctuations of the background. When
more than one time window has a count rate that exceeds a
pre-defined threshold, the algorithm identifies that event as
a GRB. In particular, for each timescale, we require either

N. Parmiggiani et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 7 of 16
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Figure 9: Results of the AGILE-RM GRB pipeline for the GRB180914B. The plot shows the light curves for the RM of the AC
system and of the AGILE detectors.

Figure 10: High-level schema of the AP. These pipelines are triggered by the arrival of new data from the ASI/SSDC Science
Operation Center (Roma). The pipelines execute analysis to detect transient events (GRBs, TGFs, and solar flares) using the
AGILE-MCAL and RM data. When a transient event is detected, the pipelines send an email to the AGILE Team. If the AGILE-
MCAL pipeline detects a GRB, it automatically sends a notice to the GCN. The results are stored in the file system and in a
MySQL database. The AGILE Team can visualize the results using the Control Room.

having at least three consecutive time windows exceeding
a 3𝜎 confidence level or five consecutive time windows
exceeding 1𝜎 sigma confidence level. These thresholds,
imposed on different exposures, allow the revealing of both
short and long GRBs. Either one or both of these detection

requirements can identify a single event. Information about
the source (e.g., count rate, the statistical significance of the
detection, and event trigger time) is sent to the GCN with
a notice to share the results with the scientific community.
Although the AGILE-MCAL detector cannot localize the

N. Parmiggiani et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 8 of 16
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Figure 11: AGILE-MCAL light curve of the GRB220624A at different energy ranges (only the first three bands for space reasons).
The dashed horizontal lines represent the different significance levels of the signal. The vertical purple line indicates the peak of
the GRB. The vertical dotted lines indicate the on-board trigger logic with the time start and time end of data acquired around
the trigger time and the pre/post burst time windows.

GRB, other facilities can follow up on the event and search
for a time coincidence with the provided trigger time.

The AGILE-MCAL pipeline has a dedicated web GUI,
accessible from the Control Room, that shows on the home
page a table of all the detected GRBs. The table reports
general information for each GRB (e.g., the significance of
the event, the signal integrated counts, etc.). It is possible
to open a detailed web page for each GRB to visualize light
curves (Fig. 11) at different energy ranges.

The AGILE-MCAL GUI has a section dedicated to the
TGFs detected by the pipeline. The TGFs are listed in a table
that shows information about them, and through a dedicated
web page, the AGILE Team can access more detailed results
of a specific TGF (Figure 12). A two-panel plot displays the
TGF light curve and the energy of each detected photon.
In addition, a plot showing the AGILE sub-satellite Earth
latitude and longitude (red dot) is provided.
4.2. AGILE ratemeters pipeline

We developed an RTA pipeline to analyze the RM data
acquired by all detectors on board the AGILE satellite
(GRID, SA, MCAL, and AC) to detect GRBs. Recently,
we updated the pipeline with an algorithm to detect solar
flares in the RM data of the fourth ACS panel, which is
continuously pointed toward the Sun. The algorithm requires
to have at least 60 consecutive 1.024 s time bins (i.e., 1 min),
exceeding a threshold level of 3𝜎 above the background rate.
This requirement is imposed to reject all shorter-duration

events, such as singular spikes due to high-energy particles,
as well as the majority of GRBs. The analysis of RM is
important because these data are almost always acquired
even when the scientific telemetry of the AGILE detectors is
not fully available due to excessive memory usage on board.

The AGILE-RM pipeline has a dedicated web GUI,
accessible from the Control Room, to allow the visualization
of the results aggregated by contact number. Figure 13 shows
the RM’ time series of the detectors on board AGILE, split
into batches of 550 seconds. The original time series is
shown on the left, and the detrended light curve is shown on
the right. The latter have been processed with a detrending
algorithm that applies Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) to
remove the effects of the background oscillations, due to the
orbital phase and the satellite spinning modulation.

The Burst Advocates monitor this pipeline’s results to
check for candidate GRBs. An automated algorithm helps
the process by highlighting the candidate bursts inside the
plots with colored boxes, based on pre-defined thresholds.
The GRB detection algorithm works in two modes. The
first requires at least one bin exhibiting a strong signal in
the RM of a single detector (i.e., SuperAGILE, MCAL, or
ACS top panel). Specifically, it should have an independent
significance of 5𝜎 in the SuperAGILE RM, 5𝜎 in the MCAL
RM, and 7𝜎 in the ACS top panel RM (this last threshold
is slightly higher due to the relatively higher background
rate of the detector). Since the ACS top panel is part of the

N. Parmiggiani et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 9 of 16
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Figure 12: The first two panels show the light curve and photon scatter plot of a TGF detected by the AGILE/MCAL. The
bottom panel represents the earth map with the position of the AGILE sub-satellite Earth latitude and longitude (red dot) during
the detection of the TGF.

system that aims to shield the inner detectors from the high-
energy charged particles, a higher threshold is imposed on
its RM. The second mode requires lower-intensity signals
that occur simultaneously (i.e., within the same time bin) in
all detectors’ RM (i.e., SuperAGILE, MCAL, and AC Top).
Exploiting the temporal coincidence, a signal with an overall
5𝜎 confidence level (5.7×10−7) can be achieved by requiring
only 3.5𝜎 (4.6 × 10−4) signals occurring simultaneously in
all three detectors.
4.3. Results obtained with the AGILE RTA

pipelines
Since May 2019, the AGILE/MCAL pipeline has been

enabled to automatically send notices to the GCN network
after a GRB detection. At the time of writing, it sent more

than 90 notices7 containing information and light curves of
the detected burst.

In addition, the AGILE Team sent more than 200 cir-
culars to the GCN network, about the results of the RTA
pipelines for the follow-up of transient events (in particu-
lar during the third LIGO/Virgo observing campaign), and
several ATels communications.

The AGILE Team also published several articles in
which part of the results was obtained using the RTA
pipelines presented in this contribution, in support of the
final analysis (Ursi et al., 2022; Tavani et al., 2021; Ursi
et al., 2020; Casentini et al., 2020; Verrecchia et al., 2019;
Lucarelli et al., 2019).

7https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/agile_mcal.html
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Figure 13: AGILE-RM light curves for the SuperAGILE, MCAL and AC Top detectors. The original data are shown in the left
panel, while the right panel shows the light curves after trend removal.

5. AGILE web Control Room
We developed a Control Room that the AGILE Team

can use to visualize the status of data acquisition from the
satellite (e.g., the data flow) and a summary of scientific
results generated by the AGILE RTA pipelines. This GUI
is essential for real-time monitoring of the analysis results,
especially during a follow-up of external science alerts.

The user can access the Control Room using a web
browser and log in with the username and password provided
only to the AGILE Team members. The connection address
is constant, and the RTA administrators can route it to
different servers in case of failures. The Control Room is
based on a previous version of the web GUI developed by
AGILE researchers and described in Zoli et al. (2019).

We implemented the GUI using a LAMP environment
(Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) installed inside a Singu-
larity container deployed at the INAF/OAS Bologna data
center. We also deployed a backup system on a machine
hosted in the ASI/SSDC data center (more details in Section
6). We implemented the GUI layout using the Bootstrap8
framework to enable responsive behavior compatible with
smartphones and tablets. We used Javascript, HTML, PHP,
and CSS as programming and markup languages.

The Control Room has a navigation menu with the
following section and subsections:

• Home Page: a web page showing general information
about the AGILE space mission, such as the data
acquisition status, a preview of the results of the RTA
pipelines, and the results related to the last science
alert received;

• LVC Notices: this section opens a table of notices
received by the GCN from the LVC collaboration;

• Last Notices: this section access a list of the last 15
notices received by the GCN from all facilities;

• Pipelines: this section opens a website dedicated to
each of the AGILE RTA pipelines described in Sec-
tion 2;

8https://getbootstrap.com

• Science Alerts: this section allows the user to choose
one particular type of notice (e.g., FERMI/LAT) and
open its list of notices;

• Monitoring: this section opens a selection box with
several web pages to visualize details about the AG-
ILE data flow or the monitoring of the software and
hardware systems;

• AGILE Team: this section contains utility web pages
such as the calendar of shifts and a web page to
manually insert science alerts into the RTA system;

• Help: this section allows the user to open documents
with the tutorial for the usage of the system.

The following sections describe the main Control Room
web pages used by the AGILE Team during daily activities.
5.1. Homepage

The Control Room’s home page contains tables, plots,
and other information that the user can visualize to monitor
the AGILE space mission. The first part of the home page
shows a table of parameters to indicate the status of the LDA.
This information displays the coverage time windows for
each type of telemetry and the following expected contact
coverage. When the system receives an external science
alert, the Burst Advocate uses the Control Room to verify if
the LDA covers the alert trigger time. If not, the automated
results will be produced after the next contact. This table
also indicates the name of the Burst Advocate in charge of
the science alert monitoring for the current shift.

After this first section, the web page shows two plots
related to the data acquisition flow. The first one shows the
delay, expressed in hours, of three different data packets sent
from the ASI/SSDC data center to the INAF/OAS Bologna
data center. The delay usually depends on the schedule at
the ground station for the data downlink, but when the delay
increases over a given threshold, it causes issues in the data
acquisition chain. The second plot shows the number of
daily scheduled contacts between the satellite and the ground
station, providing information on which contact has actually
been acquired up to that moment.

The next section shows preliminary results from the
AGILE/MCAL pipeline of the last five contacts (Figure
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Figure 14: The figure shows a table of the AGILE/MCAL pipeline’s results on the last five contacts received. The green buttons
open detail pages for each specific result.

Figure 15: Light curve of the RM of the fourth ACS panel, pointed toward the Sun and therefore capables of detecting solar
flares. An automated algorithm highlights with yellow bands the events with count rates exceeding a predefined threshold (red
dashed line).

14). The GUI shows a table that summarizes any detected
GRB and TGF. In addition, this table contains information
about sub-threshold events (STE); short-duration signals
in the AGILE-MCAL data with a statistical significance
lower than the required threshold to classify them as GRBs.
The presence of green buttons allows the AGILE Team to
open detail pages related to that specific contact, containing
further information about a variety of results, such as GRB
or TGF.

The homepage presents a plot (Figure 15) showing the
RM of the fourth ACS panel (used to detect solar flares)
acquired in the last ten days. The candidate solar flares are
highlighted with a yellow band.

The last section shows preliminary results of the RTA
pipelines related to the last science alert, as received from the
GCN. The user can open a related detailed page to visualize
further information.
5.2. Last Notices

This web page presents a table with information on the
last fifteen notices, as received by the GCN (Figure 16).
The Burst Advocate can use this section to monitor the last
transient events detected by other facilities, and to visualize
the results of the AGILE RTA pipelines on their follow-up.

The table contains the following information on the
received science alert:
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Figure 16: Table of the last 15 science alerts received by the GCN. The green buttons open additional web pages containing
further details and plots for the visualization of the scientific results.

• Instrument Name: the name of the instrument that sent
it (e.g., FERMI/GBM);

• Trigger time (UTC): the trigger time, in UTC format,
of the transient event;

• Trigger time (TT): the trigger time of the transient
event, in TT, relative to the AGILE mission elapsed
time;

• Notice time (UTC): the time, in UTC format, of the
moment in which the AGILE RTA pipeline received
the alert. It can differ from the trigger time for several
reasons (e.g., the processing time required to detect
the transient event);

• Trigger ID: a unique ID that identifies the transient
event. Different facilities can have different trigger ID
formats;

• Sequence Number: a sequential number assigned by
the Science Alert Receiver when it receives multiple
alerts pertaining to the same trigger ID (e.g., updates
on the same transient event);

• Links: a button linking to the Prompt Analysis web
page, showing the results of the AGILE RTA pipeline
(Section 3.1). A second button opens a web page
containing scientific results from a larger time window
of ±1000 seconds (Section 3.2). Finally, two more
buttons linking to the analyses’ directories storing logs
and result files;

5.3. AGILE Team and Help
These sections are used to describe the manual analysis

procedure which the AGILE Team must follow to confirm a
transient event detected with the AGILE RTA pipelines. In
addition, the user can open a web page to manually insert
a science alert. This feature is used when other automated
systems fail. Finally, this section contains the templates that
the AGILE Team can use to prepare circulars and notices.

6. AGILE RTA deployment and backup
services
The AGILE RTA system is deployed on different phys-

ical servers using a Singularity container (Figure 17), al-
lowing the reproducibility of the software system and the
scientific results. In addition, through the container, we
can deploy the system on physical servers with different
configurations.

The RTA software runs on the AGILE Host 2 server
hosted at the INAF/OAS Bologna data center, together with
the container for the AGILE Control Room. This data center
also hosts the AGILE Host 1 server, which contains a re-
duced version of the AGILE software, allowing researchers
to execute manual scientific analyses.

We deployed a backup container for the RTA pipelines
and the Control Room on the AGILE SSDC server, hosted at
the ASI/SSDC Data Center. The backup system is essential
to grant high availability in case of technical issues at the
Bologna data center (e.g., a power outage).

The AGILE researchers and other AGILE software (e.g.,
the AGILEScience app for mobile devices) are routed to the
operative container thanks to a switch in the connection link.

7. Deep Learning technologies for the
detection of GRBs
We are investigating new analysis methods based on

Deep Learning (DL, Lecun et al. (2015); Goodfellow et al.
(2016)) technologies to improve the detection capabilities
of GRBs of the AGILE RTA system. We have successfully
developed two methods that use the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) to analyze sky maps and time series gener-
ated from data acquired by the AGILE instruments.

The first method performs a classification of intensity
maps (counts maps divided by exposure maps) of AG-
ILE/GRID data to detect those containing GRBs. We tested
this DL model using the GRBs presented in the catalogs
(and updated online databases) of other 𝛾-ray detectors:
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Figure 17: Deployment schema of the AGILE real-time analysis system. The system is deployed in two data centers geographically
separated (one in Roma, the other in Bologna) to improve availability in case of failures.

Swift/BAT (Lien et al., 2016), Fermi/LAT (Ajello, 2019),
and Fermi/GBM (von Kienlin et al., 2020). We generated the
AGILE/GRID intensity maps from the archive data using the
GRB times and sky coordinates listed in the catalogs. The
GRBs contained in the catalogs are filtered to evaluate only
intensity sky maps with a minimum exposure level. The DL
model detects 21 GRBs with a 𝜎 ≥ 3 out of the 193 GRBs
filtered from the catalogs. It is worth noticing that not all
GRBs detected by other space missions can be detected by
AGILE/GRID, due to different energy ranges and instrument
sensitivities. In addition, we compared the results of the
DL model with those obtained with the standard analysis
based on the Li&Ma method, and we found that, in this
context, the DL model is able to detect more GRBs and
with a better statistical significance. Further details about
the implementation of the model and the results obtained
are described in Parmiggiani et al. (2021). We are extending
this model to introduce a new feature for the localization
of the GRBs via an additional DL model which performs
a regression on the coordinates of the source.

The second method implements an autoencoder with
1D convolution layers to analyze multivariate time series
(MTS) acquired from the ACS RM. This method aims to
detect GRBs performing an anomaly detection analysis.
We tested the DL model using the GRBs appearing in
the GRBWeb catalog 9, which contains GRBs detected by
different facilities (Coppin et al., 2020), and extracting the
relative MTSs from the ACS archive. We filtered from the
GRBWeb catalog 1586 GRBs, and from this list, the DL

9https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/FTP/fermi/data/gbm/bursts/

model detected 72 GRBs with a significance ≥ 3𝜎. The
model could not detect the remaining GRBs due to different
energy ranges, sensitivity, and possible Earth occultations.
This result demonstrates the capability of the DL model to
detect GRBs. Out of the 72 detections, this model allowed us
to detect for the first time 15 new GRBs in the AGILE data.
A detailed description of the model and results can be found
in Parmiggiani et al. (2023).

After the promising results obtained with the analysis
of AGILE archive data using the two DL methods, we
decided to perform further investigations on DL techniques
to improve the AGILE RTA system. At the time of writing,
we are also implementing and testing the two DL methods
inside the AGILE RTA pipelines to collect results from the
real-time scenario.

8. Conclusions
The manuscript describes the RTA pipelines developed

for the AGILE space mission to detect transient sources in
the multiwavelength and multimessenger astronomical land-
scape. The RTA pipelines enable serendipitous and follow-
up detection of transients with a duration between less than
two seconds (Short GRBs) and one hour (Solar Flares). We
implemented these pipelines using the RTApipe framework,
which provides all the features necessary to satisfy the
software requirements. The main covered scenarios are: (i)
analyzing data acquired by the detectors on board AGILE
(GRID, MCAL) and relative RM, as soon as made avail-
able at the INAF/OAS Bologna data center; (ii) reacting
to external science alerts by performing follow-up analyses
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on transient events (e.g., GRBs, GWs, and neutrinos). The
data analysis procedure is fully automated for both scenarios
and does not require human intervention. In addition, the
pipelines send email notifications to the AGILE Team when
a transient source is detected and notices to the GCN network
when a GRB is detected in the AGILE-MCAL data.

The analyses generate scientific results with low latency
(from seconds to minutes) since the reception of the alert
and the acquisition of data. The AGILE Team organizes
personnel shifts in order to have at least one team member
(Burst Advocate) available to monitor the scientific results.
This task is performed continuously using the web GUI. Sev-
eral papers, GCN circulars, GCN notices, and Astronomer’s
Telegrams have been published using the support of the RTA
pipelines. A prompt follow-up of transient sources could not
be possible without an automated analysis system.

The technologies and software architecture that we used
to implement the AGILE RTA pipelines can be further used
to develop other RTA software systems dedicated to other
𝛾-ray space missions or ground-based observatories.
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